Aarogyasri Health Care Trust  
(A GoAP Trust)

CIRCULAR
AST/No413 /P&C/Package prices/2013.dt.25.07.2013

Sub: Aarogyasri Health Care Trust – Package Pricing - Orthopedic and Poly trauma opinion – To be followed while processing the cases – Reg.

Ref: Meeting held with Trust Officials on dt. 19.07.2013.

-000-

It is to inform that, Orthopedic and Polytrauma, internal guidelines were framed for the claim settlement for surgeries done for multiple packages.

The list of procedures with rates for Orthopedic and Polytrauma is annexed alongside and instructed the GM (ops.) to circulate the same to Panel Doctors and Trust Doctors for implementation.

Chief Executive Officer

To,
The GM (Operations)

Copy to:
All the Heads of the Department working in the Trust
PS to CEO – AHCT for information

Door No.8-2-393/2 a, a/sec, Road No. 46, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad – 500 033.
ORTHO AND POLY TRAUMA – CLAIMS

A) UPPER LIMB

I) PROXIMAL HUMERUS
- PLATE- 30,001/-
- SCREW/K-WIRE-20,000/-

II) HUMERUS
- PLATE/IL-NAIL-FIXATION-30,001/-

III) DISTAL HUMERUS
- PLATE -30,001/-
- SCREW/K-WIRE-20,000/-

IV) HUMERUS RUSH NAIL - 15,000/-

2) RADIAL HEAD EXCISION
- 15,000/-
- PLATE-30,001/-
- OLECRANON -FIXATION
- TBW-20,000/-

RADIUS + ULNA

- PLATE FIXATION - EACH-30,000/-
- COMBINED-30,001/- +10,500/- TOTAL 40,501 /-

RUSH NAIL
- SINGLE-15,000/-
- COMBINED-30,001/-

- PLATE+RUSH NAIL - 35,000/-

3) a. DISTAL RADIUS
- K-WIRE/SCREW - 15,000/-

b. DISTAL ULNA
- K-WIRE SINGLE - 5,000/-

c. DITAL RADIUS
- EXT.FIXATOR - 15,000/-

d. SCAPHORID SCREW FIXATION
- 15,000/-

e. FINGER K-WIRE
- SINGLE
- 5,000/- (MAX- RS 15,483/-)

4) CLAVICAL – APPROVED ONLY FOR LATERAL 1/3rd - 20,000/-

5) SEGMENTAL HUMERUS
- NAIL - 30,000/-

- UPPER END+LOWER END - SEPARATE PLATE - 40,500/-

6) DISLOCATION + FRACTURE = 30,001/- + 10,000/- = 40,001/-

7) ARTHRODESIS
(INCLUDE BONEGRAFTING)

- WITH PLATE/EXT.FIXATOR - 30,001/-
- WITH SCREW/K-WIRE - 20,000/-

NO 3ONE GRAFT PREAUTH WITH ARTHRODESIS
REJECT BONEGRAFT OF PREAUTH WHEN APPLIED FOR ARTHRODESIS.
8) CHILDREN BELOW 10 YRS -
   NO PLATING
   <
   SINGLE - RS 15,000/-
   BOTH BONE - RS 30,001/-

   ONLY - ELASTIC NAILING

9) WOUND SUTURE
   - 5,000/-

   SPLIT SKIN GRAFTING
   - 10,000/-

   FLAP SURGERY
   - 20,000/- (MAX - RS 26,000/-)

10) GEN. WARD STAY
    - 500/DAY - MAX - 12 DAYS

    NEURO ICU STAY
    - MAX - 12 DAYS (RS 48,000/-)
    WITH VENTILATOR
    - 4,000/- DAY
    WITHOUT VENTILATOR
    - 2,000/- DAY

11) BONE GRAFTING
    EXCLUSIVE
    - 20,001/-

    Iliac Crest Combined
    - 10,000/-

    (Olecran + Upper Tibia) Local Bone Graft + Synthetic
    - 5,000/-

12) TENDON REPAIR
    - RS 15,000/

    +

    TENDON TRANSFER
    - RS 5,000/-

    SHOULDER BANKARTS REPAIR
    - OPEN - RS 30,000/-

B) LOWER LIMB:

1) PELVIS FRACTURES

   FRACTURE
   <
   PLATE - 34,899/-
   EXT.FIXATOR - 25,000/-

   FRACTURE + DISLOCATION - 10,000/-

   FRACTURE + DISLOCATION + PLATE - 44,899/-

   -ICF - CC SCREW/AMP - 30,000/-

   IT
   <
   PFN
   DHS/DCS

   RS 30,000/-

   FEMUR
   <
   NAILING
   PLATING

   RS 30,000/-

   SEGMENTAL FEMUR FRACTURE
   <
   IC + FEMUR SHAFT/SC FEMUR
   IT + FEMUR SHAFT/SC FEMUR

   RS 40,500/-

   (EVEN TREATED
   WITH RECON NAIL/PLATES)
SC FEMUR
- PLATING - 30,001/-
- SCREW/K-WIRE - 20,000/-

FEMUR - K-NAIL - 20,000/-

FEMUR - INTER LOCKING NAIL - WITHOUT LOCKING BOLTS - RS 20,000/- TO BE CONSIDERED AS K-NAIL ONLY.

KNEE DISLOCATION
WITH FEMUR SC FRACTURE
WITH PLATE FIXATION
RS 30,001/- + RS 10,000/- FOR DISLOCATION
TOTAL RS 40,001/-

-FEMUR ELASTIC/ANDER NAILING - 20,000/-
-ILIZAROV - 44,001/-

2) PROXIMAL TIBIA
- SCREW/K WIRE - 20,000/-
- PLATE - 30,000/-

TIBIA
- IL NAILING/PLATE - 30,000/-
- V-NAIL - 20,000/-

TIBIA - INTERLOCKING NAIL WITHOUT LOCKING BOLTS TO BE CONSIDERED AS V- NAIL FOR 20,000/-

FIBULA - PLATING - 30,000/-

TIBIA NAILING/PLATE + FIBULA PLATING + MEDIAL MALL SCREW =40,500+ 5,000=45,500/-

3) ANKLE

(I) ISOLATED MED.MALL
- SCREW/K-WIRE - 20,000/-
- TBW/PLATE

(II) ISOLATED LAT.MALL
- RUSH NAIL -15,000/-
- PLATE-30,001/-

(III) COMBINED ANKLE (MAX-PACKAGE-35,000/-)
(I.E FIBULE PLATE+MED.MALL FIXATION)

(IV) LAT.MALL RUSH NAIL+ MED.MALL-SCREW -25,000/-

4) TALUS- SCREW FIXATION -20,000/-

5) CALCANEUM - SCREW/PLATE/K-WIRE -20,000/-

6) FOOT K-WIRE -EACH 5,000/- (MAX. 15,483)

7) TA REPAIR -15,000 /- + TENDON TRANSFER -5,000/-

8) PATELLA TBW + QUADRICUPS REPAIR -20,000/-